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Attention spans are decreasing as quickly as our digital world is changing. Whether 
it’s with a tweet, a photo, a webpage or an ad, we have a few fleeting seconds to 
grab the consumer’s attention and make them care about what we have to say. 

SOCIAL MEDIA 
Social networking has changed the way we advertise, connect and communicate. It 
allows brands to have a voice of their own alongside individuals and is the most 
efficient way to share a message with a wide audience. Live tweeting, engaging 
graphics and creative strategy are just a few of the keys to a successful online 
presence. Below are examples of my work in running various social accounts. 

• These corporate-brand Twitter,  Facebook and Instagram pages 
• This relax-brand Instagram  
• Live Twitter thread from “Defense and Diplomacy: A Forum on Afghanistan.” 
• A snapshot of a few original Instagram Stories  

E-MARKETING 
Below are examples of e-blast messages I’ve created, from the layout to the content, 
to reach over 20,000 stakeholders to drive-up attendance to events, visits to our 
website and donations to our cause. 

• Giving Tuesday 
• Monthly Newsletter 

GOOGLE ADS 
• Throughout the years I’ve worked as a digital strategist I’ve created + managed 

several ongoing Google Ad campaigns, from creating the visuals to tracking the 
budget. 
• Working with budgets ranging from $30/day-$700/day, I’ve managed 

campaigns that garnered hundreds of thousands of impressions, clicks and 
thousands of dollars in revenue.  

BRAND MANAGEMENT  
• I’ve worked with companies throughout a full-rebrand, coached organizations 

through strategic internal language rollout, assisted with logo re-design and more. 
• The website is often the first impression a company gives to an individual. My 

knowledge of SEO, HTML and website backend management has allowed me to 
run successful websites for various companies. 

https://twitter.com/MeridianIntl
https://www.facebook.com/MeridianInternationalCenter/
http://www.apple.com
http://www.apple.com
http://www.apple.com
https://7f5626b2-adfb-4ee7-9d67-451a53b8cd4c.filesusr.com/ugd/eaf895_efe0df1315ea48ffb4600dad45c4d2b8.pdf
https://t.e2ma.net/message/vlhj6c/nnxyzk
https://t.e2ma.net/message/v1ps7c/37zerx

